250 Learn Ropes

Sailing While
At School

Probably the largest group of

the kind, the Racing Association's School com-

plicates this closing session this after-

noon. Under the guidance of John W. Wood.

sailing master, approximately 250 students interested in

the Charter Examination in the two-week course to learn

the elements of sailing.

Open to all housemen, a school for racing skippers will be held

Monday afternoon at the Sailing Py-

alion. The school, consisting of four

sessions scheduled every day next week except Thursday, will be con-

ducted by John Wensley, chair-

man of the race committee of the

Racing Association.

This recent completed indoor track race can be considered a

which when viewed in an over-all

perspective. Coach Oscar Hedlund

Headquarters, had developed two high hurdles-

men of the race committee of the

15 at Ballston. The school, consisting of four

the two-week course to learn the

cruising the Charles enrolled in

week except Thursday, will be con-

ducted next Sunday morning, April
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THE TECH

Wood And Hayden Win In The Season Openers Of Dorm Softball League

B. K. VOLLEYBALL

Sigma Nu, Phi Delta Theta, and Sigma Chi have taken the

leads in the indoor robin-pool

section of the finals of the Beaver Key Volleyball Tournament.

Last Thursday's games saw Sigma Nu take Phi Delta Theta

15-13, 15-15, and 15-14; Phi Kappa lips over Sigma Nu

15-10, 15-11 and 15-18. Tuesday night saw Phi Kappa lips to Sigma Nu

15-11 and 15-15, while Sigma Chi only show the effects of its


The Beaver Barks

BY Dave ISRAEL

There is little doubt that one of the most unexpected features about

Technology activities has been the popularity of the team. It has

been especially true in regards to sports. Although the formation of the

Public Relations Committee need not be reported here, considerable

regard to the scholastic activities as reported in the Boston papers, it

appears that there will be little complete attention to sports under

the P.R.C. at the present time.

It is almost evident that the be-

hardt-hitting Haydel has the easier

way. Vitagliano came through once

again caught up with the competi-

tion than ever before, as the

Publicity in the school itself needs to

be adjusted or corrected. The boul-

dle is as ridiculous as ever, but there

is little or no consideration of the

publicity given to them. This has

Continuous coverage of sports under
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Tracksters Close Indoor Season; Mile Relay Sports Best Record

BY JAN HOEGFELDT

The race between the Tufts and Tufts teams was at the 50th

mile at Boston Park, and the four Boston

men on the following Sunday, and for the first time in their indoor

season the tracksters trudged

through. Again, after a close race, the

Tufts anchor man, Vitagliano, led a

double to take first place in the 4-mile,

by 28 yards, the 5th mile on Brown for

the Tufts and MIT runners. Then, both

Tufts and MIT men picked up an

anchor's wide margin, but with

Vitagliano running a terrific third

place, in 3:25, the Beavers moved into

the lead. The race was the same as it had

been all season, with Palmieri and

Vitagliano firing it out all the

way. Vitagliano through once

more to win by a margin of three

or four points.

The final race of the mile relay was in the

finals of the Beaver

Relay Spori

(T. DINING HALLS)

Three

by 28 yards, the 5th mile on Brown for

the Tufts and MIT runners. Then, both

Tufts and MIT men picked up an

anchor's wide margin, but with

Vitagliano running a terrific third

place, in 3:25, the Beavers moved into

the lead. The race was the same as it had

been all season, with Palmieri and

Vitagliano firing it out all the

way. Vitagliano through once

more to win by a margin of three

or four points.

The final race of the mile relay was in the

finals of the Beaver

Relay Spori

(T. DINING HALLS)

Three
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Tufts and MIT men picked up an

anchor's wide margin, but with

Vitagliano running a terrific third

place, in 3:25, the Beavers moved into

the lead. The race was the same as it had

been all season, with Palmieri and

Vitagliano firing it out all the

way. Vitagliano through once

more to win by a margin of three

or four points.

The final race of the mile relay was in the

finals of the Beaver

Relay Spori

(T. DINING HALLS)

Three

by 28 yards, the 5th mile on Brown for

the Tufts and MIT runners. Then, both

Tufts and MIT men picked up an

anchor's wide margin, but with

Vitagliano running a terrific third

place, in 3:25, the Beavers moved into

the lead. The race was the same as it had

been all season, with Palmieri and

Vitagliano firing it out all the

way. Vitagliano through once

more to win by a margin of three

or four points.

The final race of the mile relay was in the

finals of the Beaver

Relay Spori

(T. DINING HALLS)

Three

by 28 yards, the 5th mile on Brown for

the Tufts and MIT runners. Then, both

Tufts and MIT men picked up an

anchor's wide margin, but with

Vitagliano running a terrific third

place, in 3:25, the Beavers moved into

the lead. The race was the same as it had

been all season, with Palmieri and

Vitagliano firing it out all the

way. Vitagliano through once

more to win by a margin of three

or four points.

The final race of the mile relay was in the

finals of the Beaver

Relay Spori

(T. DINING HALLS)

Three

by 28 yards, the 5th mile on Brown for

the Tufts and MIT runners. Then, both

Tufts and MIT men picked up an

anchor's wide margin, but with

Vitagliano running a terrific third

place, in 3:25, the Beavers moved into

the lead. The race was the same as it had

been all season, with Palmieri and

Vitagliano firing it out all the

way. Vitagliano through once

more to win by a margin of three

or four points.

The final race of the mile relay was in the

finals of the Beaver

Relay Spori

(T. DINING HALLS)

Three

by 28 yards, the 5th mile on Brown for

the Tufts and MIT runners. Then, both

Tufts and MIT men picked up an

anchor's wide margin, but with

Vitagliano running a terrific third

place, in 3:25, the Beavers moved into

the lead. The race was the same as it had

been all season, with Palmieri and

Vitagliano firing it out all the

way. Vitagliano through once

more to win by a margin of three

or four points.

The final race of the mile relay was in the

finals of the Beaver

Relay Spori

(T. DINING HALLS)

Three

by 28 yards, the 5th mile on Brown for

the Tufts and MIT runners. Then, both

Tufts and MIT men picked up an

anchor's wide margin, but with

Vitagliano running a terrific third

place, in 3:25, the Beavers moved into

the lead. The race was the same as it had

been all season, with Palmieri and

Vitagliano firing it out all the

way. Vitagliano through once

more to win by a margin of three

or four points.

The final race of the mile relay was in the

finals of the Beaver

Relay Spori

(T. DINING HALLS)

Three

by 28 yards, the 5th mile on Brown for

the Tufts and MIT runners. Then, both

Tufts and MIT men picked up an

anchor's wide margin, but with

Vitagliano running a terrific third

place, in 3:25, the Beavers moved into

the lead. The race was the same as it had

been all season, with Palmieri and

Vitagliano firing it out all the

way. Vitagliano through once

more to win by a margin of three

or four points.

The final race of the mile relay was in the

finals of the Beaver

Relay Spori

(T. DINING HALLS)

Three

by 28 yards, the 5th mile on Brown for

the Tufts and MIT runners. Then, both

Tufts and MIT men picked up an

anchor's wide margin, but with

Vitagliano running a terrific third

place, in 3:25, the Beavers moved into

the lead. The race was the same as it had

been all season, with Palmieri and

Vitagliano firing it out all the

way. Vitagliano through once

more to win by a margin of three

or four points.

The final race of the mile relay was in the

finals of the Beaver

Relay Spori

(T. DINING HALLS)

Three

by 28 yards, the 5th mile on Brown for

the Tufts and MIT runners. Then, both

Tufts and MIT men picked up an

anchor's wide margin, but with

Vitagliano running a terrific third

place, in 3:25, the Beavers moved into

the lead. The race was the same as it had

been all season, with Palmieri and

Vitagliano firing it out all the

way. Vitagliano through once

more to win by a margin of three

or four points.

The final race of the mile relay was in the

finals of the Beaver

Relay Spori

(T. DINING HALLS)

Three

by 28 yards, the 5th mile on Brown for

the Tufts and MIT runners. Then, both

Tufts and MIT men picked up an

anchor's wide margin, but with

Vitagliano running a terrific third

place, in 3:25, the Beavers moved into

the lead. The race was the same as it had

been all season, with Palmieri and

Vitagliano firing it out all the

way. Vitagliano through once

more to win by a margin of three

or four points.